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Economist Intelligence ClearstateMedtech and healthcare market intelligence, research and consulting
We help medtech organisations across global markets build successful and sustainable businesses through data intelligence, market research and business consulting.

Inquire now
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Understand local infectious disease dynamics with the Infectious Diseases Trend Report




Our reports detail IVD testing trends and demand for major infectious diseases in Australia, China, Japan, India and South Korea.





Buy now























Our Solutions

Whether through data intelligence, market research or business consulting, we can offer you support in the way that best suits your strategic objectives.
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IVD Gateway
The go-to source for tracking and understanding market size, share and trends in IVD. Granular break-out of data and comprehensive coverage of international and domestic suppliers’ brand share across Asia, Europe, Latin America and the Middle East.

Find out more
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Surgical Gateway
The go-to source for Surgical Procedure Volumes and Surgical Devices market size, share and growth data for 197 procedures and 125 devices group globally.

Find out more
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Medical Consumables Gateway
Understand and track the medical consumables’ market size, share and growth data for more than 200 product segments across Asia, Europe and Latin America. In-depth insight and unrivalled regional expertise make us the go-to source for your business.

Find out more
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Medtech & Life Sciences Consulting
Bring together deep country and regional analysis, healthcare expertise and a variety of solutions designed to help you navigate dynamic markets, define your strategies and influence your customers.

Find out more

















Why Clearstate?
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Data-driven intelligence
We help clients identify realistic opportunities and enable growth strategies through current, credible, granular data for the medical device and life science sectors.
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Medtech expertise
As a pioneer in medtech and life sciences research and consulting, we have built significant domain depth and specialisation across the ecosystem, providing actionable insight and compelling strategic advice for large multinational and top niche companies.
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Global reach
Clearstate builds on The Economist Group’s global organisation to provide commercial and clinical solutions to our clients with an experienced team of 80+ healthcare analysts and full-time evidence experts across global markets, including EMEA, North America, Asia and Latin America.









Essential insights into medtech




Stay up to date with new insights, trends and forecasts covering key medtech sectors in in-vitro diagnostics (IVD),surgical devices and medical consumables with Clearstate’s curated topics, ranging from point-of-care testing (POCT), molecular diagnostics (MDx)to robotic surgery.





Find out more
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Make an inquiry




To find out how Clearstate services can help your organisation, get in touch by submitting the form below.




 







Sign up to our free newsletter
The latest trends and insights into the IVD and Surgical sectors, from our specialists and analysts, delivered directly to your inbox. Sign up to Clearstate's newsletter today.

Sign up now
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